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Relation between Serum and Whole-Blood Ethanol Concentrations
Pefrie M. Rainey
M algorithm is suggested for interpretation of serum ethanol concentrations under legal statutes that specify
whole-blood alcohol concentrations. The algorithm uses
the distribution of indMdual serum:whole-blood alcohol
concentration ratios to allow calculations at various levels
of confidence that can be related to legal standards of
evidence. Serum:who$e-blood alcohol concentration ratios were determined for 211 patients. The ratios ranged
from 0.88 to 1.59 (median 1.15). The distributionof ratios
was positivety skewed, but the logarithms of the ratios
were normally distributed. This allowed the parametric
calculation of a range of ratios of 0.90-1.49 for the central
99% of the population and a range of 0.95-1.40 for the
central 95%. The serum:whole-blood alcohol concentration ratio was independent of both the serum alcohol
concentration (R2 = 0.005) and the hematocrit (A2 =
0.03).
Indexing

Term: forensic medicine

Legal statutes

define driving

while intoxicated

in

terms of whole-blood alcohol (ethanol) concentrations
(1). A whole-blood alcohol concentration
determined
in
a forensic laboratory
is the proper measurement
for
legal purposes, but may not always be available.
In such
cases, serum alcohol measurements
obtained for medical purposes have been used as surrogates.
A common
misconception
is that serum and whole-blood alcohol
concentrations
are equivalent (2). Another is that the
two are related
by a simple conversion factor.
The alcohol content of whole blood is a weighted average of the alcohol concentrations
in plasma,
erythrocytea, leukocytes, and platelets. The plasma alcohol concentration
is essentially
identical to the serum alcohol
concentration (3), but the alcohol concentrations
in the
blood cells are lower than in the plasma (4-10). Consequently,
the whole-blood alcohol concentration should
always be lower than the serum alcohol concentration.

The exact ratio of serum alcohol to whole-blood alcohol is variable and depends on several factors, including
hematocrit, erythrocyte
water content, and plasma water content (7-10). Use of an average ratio to convert a
serum alcohol measurement to a whole-blood alcohol
value is inappropriate for most individuals, who will
have ratios that differ from the average. To fully interpret a serum alcohol within a legal context, one also
should know the range of possible whole-blood alcohol
concentrations that may correspond to a given serum
concentration.
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School

of

To provide a basis for interpreting
serum alcohol conmeasured
in our clinical laboratory,
we determined
serum and whole-blood alcohol concentrations
in samples from patients in a large, urban emergency
department. These data have been incorporated
into an
algorithm
for interpretation of serum alcohol concentrations for legal statutes that specify whole-blood
concencentrations

trations.

Materials and Methods
Blood samples were obtained in the emergency department from 211 patients. For each patient a blood specimen was collected without anticoagulant
for serum alcohol testing; results exceeded 10 mg/dL (100 mgfL; 2.2
mmol/L). An anticoagulated
specimen
was simultaneously drawn for another test (usually
hematocrit). The
tests were ordered for medical purposes by emergency
department
physicians
who were unaware
of the study.
Specimens
were analyzed
and data anonymously
recorded under a protocol approved by the Human Investigation Committee of Yale University
School of Medicine.

Samples were held in sealed tubes at ambient temperature until analyzed. Serum specimens
were analyzed within
30 mm of receipt; whole-blood specimens
(anticoagulated
with lithium heparin
or EDTA) were
analyzed within 2 h of receipt. Serum and whole-blood
alcohol concentrations were measured
in an essentially
identical fashion. A 100-L sample of serum or wellmixed whole blood was diluted with 500 L of water
containing
0.25 iL of n-propanol as an internal standard. Dilutions of whole blood were centrifuged
briefly
in a microcentrifuge
to remove insoluble stroma (305 at
10000
x g). A 1.0-L aliquot of the resulting
solution or
supernate
was then injected into a Sigma 4 gas chromatograph
(Perkin-Elmer,
Norwalk, CT) with a flame
ionization
detector.
Injector temperature
was 175 #{176}C
and column temperature
was 100#{176}C.
A 183 x 0.3 cm
column packed with 0.2% Carbowax
1500 on Carbopack-C (Alltech, Deerfield, IL) was used, with a helium
flow rate of 30 mL’min. The alcohol concentration was
determined
from the height ratio between the ethanol
peak (retention time, 0.8 mm) and the n-propanol peak
(retention time, 1.9 mm); a standard curve was generated once per shift. The assay is linear up to a concentration of 500 mg/dL (5.00 gIL). Specimens with greater
concentrations were reanalyzed after dilution with an
equal volume of water. The in-practice precision, determined from replicate control specimens analyzed once
each shift during the study, indicated an overall CV of
7.4% at a mean concentration
of 89.6 mg/dL (896 mg/L;
19.4 mmol/L).

Data were analyzed
program

(Abacus

with the Statview

Concepts,

Berkeley,

CA).

4.0 statistics

Results
The range of serum alcohol values in the 211 patients
was 15-622 mg/dL (150-6220
mg’L; 3.3-135 mmol/L);
the range of whole-blood values was 12-522
mg/dL
(120-5220
mg/L; 2.6-113
mmol/L). The serum:wholeblood concentration ratios ranged from 0.88 to 1.59. The
central 99% of the ratios ranged from 0.92 to 1.54, the
mean ratio was 1.16 (95% confidence interval 1.141.17), and the median ratio was 1.15. The distribution
of
the ratios was positively skewed (Figure IA), as is expected for ratios of two normally distributed
variables
(16); the skewness
was 0.45 and the kurtosis was 0.68.
The distribution
of the logarithms
of the ratios was
approximately gaussian (Figure 1B), with a skewness of
0.12 and akurtosis of 0. 19. The mean log ratio was 0.063
(SD 0.043). The corresponding
geometric mean was 1.15
(95% confidence interval, 1.14-1.17),
and the range of
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was 0.90-1.49.
Correlation
of the serum:whole-blood
alcohol ratio vs
the serum alcohol concentration gave R2 = 0.005 (Figure 2A), indicating
no dependence
of the ratio on the
underlying alcohol concentration. Hematocrits
were determined for 177 of the subjects (mean ± SD, 0.428 ±
0.0595). When serum:whole-blood alcohol ratios were
correlated
with the hematocrit, the R2 value was 0.03
(Figure 2B).

DIscussion
laboratories
have traditionally
measured
concentrations in serum or plasma. All state
laws that define driving while intoxicated are written in
terms of whole-blood concentrations
(1). Because treatment of injuries takes precedence over collection of evidence, alcohol concentrations
obtained
in the emergency department are often the only measurements
available on injured motorists. These measurements
may be used as legal evidence in both civil and crimiTmi
proceedings.
However, differences between serum and
whole-blood alcohol concentrations
have created difficulty in interpreting
serum concentrations under legal
statutes.
Because of individual variations in blood makeup,
any given serum alcohol concentration
reflects a range
of possible whole-blood alcohol concentrations.
Determining the median as well as the expected range of
possible whole-blood concentrations
allows an interpretation of the serum alcohol concentration that is both
scientifically sound and compatible with legal standards
of evidence.
The median concentration is most useful in civil proceedings, where the standard
of proof is typically the
“preponderance of evidence” (i.e., more likely than not).
If x percent of a population has the median value, then
50
(x12) percent will have a value greater than the
median, and 50 - (x/2) + x, or 50 + (x/2), percent will
have a value greater than or equal to the median. Similarly, 50 + (x/2) percent will have a value less than or
equal to the median. For example, 11 patients (5.2%)
had the median serum:whole-blood
ratio of 1.15. One
Clinical
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hundred patients (47.4%) had ratios >1.15, and 100
(47.4%) had ratios <1.15. Accordingly,
111 patients
(52.6%) had ratios 1.15 and 111 patients (52.6%) had
ratios
1.15. For a given serum alcohol concentration,
there is a 52.6% probability
(i.e., more likely than not)
that the actual whole-blood alcohol concentration would
be greater than or equal to the value obtained by dividing the serum concentration
by 1.15. It is also more
likely than not (52.6% probability)
that the whole-blood
alcohol concentration would be less than or equal to the
value obtained by dividing the serum concentration by
1.15. Because those individuals whose blood alcohol concentration is equal to the serum alcohol concentration
divided by 1.15 are inboth the “greater than or equal to”
population and the “less than or equal to” population,
both populations
include >50% of the total. Because
distributions of ratios are positively skewed (16), mean
values
will not bisect the population into equal halves
and are thus less useful than median values.
The range of possible whole-blood alcohol concentrations is of greatest utility in criminRl proceedings,
where the usual standard of evidence is “beyond a reasonable doubt.” Exactly what constitutes
reasonable
doubt is not well defined in the law. However, if the
distribution of serum:whole-blood alcohol concentration
ratios can be described parametrically
(e.g., if the distribution can be normalized and defined in terms of a
mean and standard
deviation), then the range of possible whole-blood values can be specified with any level of
probability desired. A certainty of >99% (P <0.01 of an
erroneous conclusion) is a well-accepted standard
for
scientific evidence and would seem appropriate
in this
context.
In some cases, the standard of evidence may be “reasonable medical certainty.”
Because >95% certainty (P
<0.05) is the most common standard of proof in testing
medical
hypotheses,
it would
seem an appropriate
benchmark
for establishing
reasonable
medical
certainty.
The literature
does not offer a good basis for determining the median value and range of whole-blood alcohol concentrations for a given serum concentration.
Most previous studies involved
small sample sizes and
used methods that are no longer in widespread use (see
Table 1); a normal distribution
of ratios was assumed,
and medians were not given. The study of Winek and
Carfagna
(3) provides the most useful data. This study
was designed to achieve very high precision, with preparation of dilutions in duplicate and analysis of each
duplicate in triplicate. Although the results should
closely reflect the underlying true ratios, they are less
useful in defining the range of ratios that might be
obtained from measurements
from a busy clinical laboratory, where fast turnaround
is more important than
pinpoint precision and where multiple analysts may be

involved.
The present study was carried out to conservatively
determine the range of possible serum:whole-blood
ratios that might be encountered under real clinical laboratory conditions. Single measurements
of specimens
2290 CUNICAL CHEMISTRY, Vol. 39, No. 11, 1993

Table 1. PrevIous Reports
Serum:Whole-Blood
Mean

SD (range)

of Plasma:Whole-Biood and
Ratios

Alcohol Concentration
No.

Method

*(1.20.-i .25)a

10

Dichromate,tltrimetric

12

1.17 ± 0.06 (1.05-1.25)

10

Dichromate, tttrimetrlc

13

±

1.21

±

*

(1.12-1.31)

1.12

±

0.06 (*)

1.16

±

*

6

(*)

10

1.17 ± 0.06 (0.98-1.37)

42

0.06 (0.94-1.32)

1.13

±

1.15
1.18

± 0.03 (1 .12-1 .20)

1.11

± 0.02

(1.08-1.16)

4

1.14

± 0.02

(1.09-1.18)

50

1.10

± 0.03 (1.03-1.24)

a

±

0.06 (1.10-1.35)

42
5

20

17

Dlchromate, tltrimetrlc
Dichromate, titrimetrlc
Dichromate, colonmetrlc
Dlchromate, tltrlmetrlc
Alcohol dehydrogenase
Dichromate, titrimetric
Dichromate, titilmetrlc

Gas chromatography
Gas chromatography
Gas chromatography

Ref.

4
14
5

6
6
7
8
15
3
11

Asterisk (*) indicatesthat data were not reported.

made at the time of receipt during the course of
regular business of the laboratory; multiple analysts
were involved, and measurements
were made at all
times of the day and night.
The range of serum:whole-blood
alcohol concentration
ratios found in this study population was 0.88-1.59---much wider than the range of 1.09-1.18
reported
by
Winek and Carfagna (3) and reflecting the effects of the
greater analytical
variability
in our measurements.
The
finding of ratios <1.0, which violates
the theoretical
premise that the serum alcohol concentration
should
always exceed the whole-blood alcohol concentration, is
also presumed
to result from analytical variation in
both measurements involved in the ratio.
EliminAting the highest and lowest ratios to obtain
the central 99% of the sample yielded a range of 0.921.54. The sample was not sufficiently large for accurate
nonparametric analysis of the tails of the distribution,
which included only a few measurements. Parametric
analysis indudes the full sample in defining the distribution and can provide precise values throughout the
distribution. The distribution of the log ratios was most
appropriate for parametric analysis, because it is theoretically expected to be normally distributed
(16) and
did indeed conform very well to a normal distribution
(Figure 1B). This distribution can be accurately doscribed in terms of its mean and SD: 0.063 ± 0.043. The
central 99% of the log ratios will be included in the
range defined by the mean ± 2.576 SD, or -0.048 to
0.174. This corresponds to a range of serum:whole-blood
ratios from 0.90 to 1.49.
Dividing
a given serum alcohol concentration by
these limiting ratios will determine a range of corresponding
whole-blood concentrations.
The resulting
range of whole-blood concentrations will comprise a 99%
confidence interval; i.e., there is a 99% certainty that a
simultaneously
obtained whole-blood
measurement would have fallen within this range. For example,
for a serum specimen with an alcohol concentration of
125 mg/dL (1250 mg’L; 27.2 mmoIIL), there is at least a
99% certainty that a simultaneously
obtained
wholeblood specimen would have yielded an alcohol concenwere

between
84 and 139 mg/dL (839-1389 mg/L;
18.2-30.2 mmol/L). The 95% confidence interval,
obtained by using the limiting ratios corresponding
to the
mean ± 1.96 SD of the log ratio distribution,
corresponds to a range of serum:whole-blood
ratios of 0.95 to
1.40.
Alcohol concentrations measured
for forensic purposes are usually expressed in weight percent, or grams
of alcohol per 100 mL of blood. Dividing by 1000 will
convert values in mg/dL to values in weight percent (to
convert values in mmol/L to weight percent, divide by
217). According to legal precedent, the resulting
numbers should always be rounded down to the nearest one
hundredth. A serum alcohol of 125 mg/dL (1250 mg’L;
27.2 mmol/L) would therefore
correspond to a wholeblood alcohol concentration
that has a 99% certainty of
being between
0.08% and 0.13% by weight.
The median ratio for the sample was 1.15, which
agrees well with a median of 1.14 determined from the
data of Winek and Carfagna
(3). Agreement
on the
median ratio is expected, despite differences
in the precision of the methods of the two studies, because the
effects on the median of random analytical variability
average out in large samples. The median whole-blood
alcohol concentration can be calculated by dividing
the
serum alcohol by 1.15 for a result in mgldL or by 1150
for a result in weight percent.
In most jurisdictions,
the percent by weight of alcohol is defined as the grams of alcohol in 100 mL of blood
(“w/v”). In some jurisdictions,
however, the percent by
weight is defined as the grams of alcohol in 100 g of
blood (“wlw”). Because
100 mL of blood weighs more
than 100 g, the standards
are not interchangeable.
In
this study, we measured
whole-blood concentrations in
mg/dL (mg/100 mL). To use these serum:whole-blood
ratios to determine weight percent (w/w) of alcohol, one
must correct for the weight of blood. Given that 100 mL
of blood weighs 105.0-106.4 g (17) [median
105.8 g
(18)], applying an adjustment for the median weight
results in a division factor of 1217 to convert serum
alcohol in mg/dL to the median expected whole-blood
alcohol concentration in grams per 100 g of blood. Adjusting the division factors for the confidence intervals
for the low and high extremes
of the blood weight
yields respective division factors of 945 and 1585 for
the 99% confidence interval and 998 and 1490 for the
95% confidence interval.
The factors derived above can be used to determine
serum alcohol concentrations above which intoxication
under legal statutes
is more likely than not, >95%
certain, and >99% certain. These values have been
tration

summarized

in Table 2, assuming

a whole-blood

concen-

tration of 0.1% (w/v or w/w) as the standard for intoxication.
One can argue that whole-blood alcohol concentrations in this study should have been measured
under
forensic laboratory conditions, rather than clinical laboratory conditions: use of the more precise forensic techniques would have yielded narrower ranges. In an ideal
situation, each laboratory
would determine
its own

Table 2. MinImum Serum Alcohol Concentrations
Corresponding
to Legal Intoxication at Various
Probabilities
Legal standard of 0.1 g of
alcohol In
Probability

lOOinLof
blood (w/v)

(more likelythan not)

115

(reasonable medical certainty)
>99% (beyonda reasonable doubt)

140

>50%

>95%

149

lOOgof
blood (w/w)
122
149
159

Concentrations (maJdL) based on the data reported here. To convert
values In mgldL to mmoUL multiply by 0.217.

range of serum:whole-blood
alcohol ratios, much as each
laboratory
determines its own reference ranges. Serum
alcohol concentrations would be measured
under the
same conditions
as routine patient specimens
and
whole-blood alcohol concentrations would be measured
under conditions comparable with those in the local
police or forensic laboratory.
However, many laboratories
do not have ready access
to forensic technolor.
In such cases, the use of clinical
laboratory methods to measure the whole-blood alcohol
concentration
is acceptable, although the confidence intervals may be considerably wider. The use of the wider
intervals will reduce the probability
of a false allegation
of legal intoxication when none was present. No error is
made in claiming a certainty of >99% when the certainty is also >99.5%. As in testing for drugs of abuse,
an occasional false negative
can be tolerated
in the
interest of avoiding false positives.
An important requirement
for applying
populationbased conversion factors to individual serum alcohol
concentrations
is that the serum:whole-blood
concentration ratio must be independent of the underlying
serum
alcohol concentration. This has been assumed, but not
explicitly
tested, in previous studies. In this study, regression of serum:whole-blood
ratios against serum concentrations gave an R2 value of 0.005 (Figure 2A). A
similar regression of the data of Winek and Carfagna
(3) yielded R2 = 0.008. Thus, the serum:whole-blood
alcohol ratio does not vary significantly over the range
of serum concentrations investigated.
If individuals could be categorized into subpopulations
with narrower ranges of possible serum:whole-blood alcohol ratios, more precise interpretations
of serum alcohol concentrations could be made. Given that wholeblood alcohol concentrations
are weighted averages
of
plasma
and blood cell alcohol concentrations, an obvious
approach
would be to use hematocrit-adjusted
ranges.
However, the attempt to correlate serum:whole-blood alcohol ratios with hematocrit gave an R2 value of only
0.03 (Figure 2B). Calculation with the data of Winek and
Carfagna
(3) gave R2 = 0.002, confirming
the lack of
correlation. These findings suggest that no improvement
will be achieved by adjusting for hematocrit.
The approach described here may serve as an algorithm for interpreting serum alcohol concentrations unCUNICAL CHEMISTRY, Vol. 39, No. 11, 1993
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der statutes written in terms of whole-blood concentrations. This algorithm
will have the greatest accuracy
when used with laboratory-specific
serum:whole-blood
alcohol concentration ratios. In case it is necessary to
interpret a serum alcohol concentration from a laboratory that has not determined its own range of ratios, the
limiting ratios determined in this study may be useful.
Because these ratio are very conservative,
confidence
intervals
derived from them are unlikely to overestimate
the level of certainty when applied to serum alcohol
concentrations
measured
in most clinical laboratories.
I thank Max Levy and the Toxicology technologists in the YaleNew Haven Hospital Clinical Chemistry Laboratory for technical
support and W. L. Roberts for careful review of the manuscript.
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